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the " best people/' This became with a good many
imitators a regular part of their technique*
Here is an illustration of it* In the Evening Standard
that has been delivered while I am writing this I see, as I
glance through it, four portraits of very ordinary-looking
young women. One is the wife of a baronet (Hs name
I never heard or read before) who has had a baby* Num-
ber Two is engaged to a peer's heir* Number Three is to
marry a knight (unknown)* Number Four is described
as " a regular ' young married/ daughter-in-law of Lady
Augusta Fane/'
The news value of all four put together is nil* The only
reasons for printing the photographs are: (i) to give
advertisers the idea that the paper has a fashionable cir-
culation, and (2) to play on the snobbery which is equally
distributed among newspaper readers generally, with the
object of persuading them that they are still living in an
age when titles were of some account*
Most advertisers have ceased to be deluded by these
lures* They know that titled people are often hard-up*
They would rather be sure that their wares are brought to
the notice of a solid, respectable section of the middle
class* Those are the people they want to appeal to*
They are always looking for them*
Sometimes they may seem to show little discrimination
in allotting their favours* That is often to be explained
by their employing agents to allot them, and by the
existence of friendly relations between some agent and
some advertising manager or canvasser* That pains are
taken to estimate the quality of circulations (though the
estimates may be worth little) is proved by the steady
preponderance of " ads*" in the News-Chronicle over those
in the Herald, although the Herald sells two millions a day,
and the other only a million and a half* The notion
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